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Figure S1. Sensitivity of estimated consumption-normalized production-stage methane emissions for natural gas consumed in each state to 

Omara et al (2018) low and high estimates for basin-level methane emissions (Table S9) 

a) Emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada = 3%; US basin emissions rates = upper bound rate from 

Omara et al (2018), Table S9 
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b) Emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada = 3%; US basin emissions rates = lower bound rate from 

Omara et al (2018), Table S9
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Figure S2. Sensitivity of estimated consumption-normalized production-stage methane emissions for natural gas consumed in each state to 

emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada  

a) Emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada = 1%; US basin emissions rates = mean rate from Omara et 

al (2018), Table S9 
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b) Emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada = 3%; US basin emissions rates = mean rate from Omara et 

al (2018), Table S9
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c) Emissions rate for natural gas consumed in the US imported from Canada = 4.5%; US basin emissions rates = mean rate from Omara 

et al (2018), Table S9 
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